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Note: Any outstanding gaps in the evidence
base will be integrated once received. It is
assumed that further information will become
available throughout the design process.
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This report takes into account the
particular instructions and
requirements of our client. It is not
intended for and should not be relied
upon by any third party and no
responsibility is undertaken to any
third party.
In preparing this report we are relying
on information contained in reports
supplied by the client and third
parties, as stated throughout the
document. We have relied in
particular on the accuracy and
completeness of such reports and
accept no liability for any error or
omission in this statement to the
extent the same results from error or
omission in the other consultants’
reports.
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1 Introduction
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Introduction

Phase 1 – Evidence gathering and baseline
This report is a summary of the
current baseline data for Parkway
Masterplan: Station and surrounds. It
includes a high level SWOT
assessment to identify key criteria for
decision making and inform future
proposals. Baseline information
received has been organised and
summarised based on themes
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The baseline report has been
prepared by Arup and Jacobs, to
support South Gloucestershire
Council and form the evidence base
for the next stages of work.

mobility,
planning,
census data
surveys,
land use,
site utilities
proposed developments, and
funding options available.

It also sets out an initial stakeholder
engagement plan which will be used to
inform engagement with key
stakeholders.
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2 SWOT analysis, mapping
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Inception call

Key Stakeholder SWOT analysis
As part of the inception kick-off call
in October 2021, the consultant
team, SGC and key stakeholders
from NR and WECA , jointly
explored the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and
potential threats at Parkway and the
wider study area.
Key points:
•
Geographical location is an
asset
•
Designed as a traditional
parkway station, with weak
cycling and walking links from
east and west
•
Opportunity to tap into wider
changes and growth –
Metrobus/ Northern Fringe
masterplan
•
Threat that business continues
as usual – piecemeal
development
•
Lack of connectivity NorthSouth
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Internal Arup workshop
SWOT summary

Following the initial stakeholder
SWOT workshop, the Arup design
team composed of station
architects, transport specialists and
urban designers prepared an
internal technical swot session on
21 October 2021.
Key points:
•
The availability of space in the
immediate surroundings
•
Opportunity to create a focal
point for the area that serves a
wider catchment
•
Existing station infrastructure is
adequate – the opportunity
could lie in the surrounding
vicinity
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Site observations
The station area

Village heart with strong heritage
assets and distinct character

Functional station concourse

Existing platform condition

Current Brierly Furlong Bridge restricts
pedestrian and cycling access

Passenger arrival space outside
of the station is unattractive

Bus interchange opportunities
outside station
8/
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Context setting
West of England

Before exploring the issues and
opportunities at Parkway at a local
or study area scale, it is key to
understand it in the context of the
West of England.
The proposed masterplan will have
a relationship with the emerging
Northern Fringe Masterplan, which
also includes new major residential
neighbourhood and mixed-use
developments (including the
proposed Arena site) that are
redefining this region as a gateway
to the North.
Major transport improvements,
including the proposed Metrobus
extension and new rail stations via
MetroWest Phase 2 are also
influencing how people move
around the Northern Fringe.
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Context setting
UMBRELLA

Over 200 multi wireless (including
5G), multi-sensor, edge compute
devices and robotics nodes have
been deployed across 7.2Km
highway (the A4174 Ring Road)
between UWE at Frenchay and
Bristol and Bath Science Park at
Emersons Green.

‘Urban Multi Wireless Broadband and
Internet of Things Network for Local
Authority and Industrial Applications’

Programme recently launched and
being used to :
•

•

•
•

Explore how to tackle air quality in
urban areas using the UK’s largest
air quality network.
Developing the robotics solutions
of the future using a robot arena
and a state-of-the-art digital twin.
Testing Internet of Things devices
using a real-world environment.
Enhancing warehouse and factory
operations using private 5G
networks.
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Context setting

Network Rail satisfaction surveys

We have received the National Rail
passenger satisfaction survey for Parkway
Station, which shows percentage satisfied
for station services and facilities. A sample
size of 475 was used, over a period of 5
years, with varying levels of input from
customers over that period. It should be
noted that this sample size is very small.

Key highlights:

• The station facilities scored:
• highly for car parking facilities,
information on train times/
platforms and ticket buying
facilities.
• low on choice of shops/ eating/
drinking facilities, wifi availability
and availability of seating.
• Train facilities scored :
• highly around personal security on
board, frequency of trains and
speed of trains
• low around value for money of
price of train ticket, toilet facilities
and availability of staff on the train
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Context setting

SGC Climate Emergency Strategy

In July 2019, SGC declared a Climate
Emergency, and have pledged to become
carbon neutral by 2030. As part of the
Climate Emergency Strategy, a series of aims
have been set out including:
• Renewable energy maximisation from
installations within SG
• To ensure SG is prepared for local impacts
of a changing climate (resilience)
• To ensure that nature is more protected,
connected and healthy and that
biodiversity is increased
• To double tree canopy cover by 2030
The Strategy sets out an Action Plan,
grouped into themes including buildings/ built
form, transport and infrastructure, renewable
energy, resources and waste, green
infrastructure and nature recovery, and
adaptation and resilience.
Sustainability is assumed to be a cross
cutting theme for the Parkway masterplan
and will be integrated into all design options.
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Context setting
Study area

The station provides a gateway to
one of the most economically
thriving areas in the country and to
lively neighbourhoods to the north
and east of Bristol. This economic
prosperity is driven by the clusters
of major employment and education
hubs to the south of the railway
tracks.
To the north and east of Parkway
Station are growing areas of
residential communities which are
changing the socio-economic and
environmental context.
The majority of trips in the area are
made by car (65% in 2011 Census)
and this is reflected in the retail
offer and large car parks on
business campus. Local centres are
generally big box retail units with
surface parking, located near major
road infrastructure.
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Context setting
The opportunity

The SWOT sessions were used to
inform a spatial opportunities and
constraints diagram at a regional
scale.
Key points:
•
The station is well located
strategically, with major
employment and education
centres nearby
•
However, pedestrian and
cycling networks between
these centres and the station
and North-South connectivity
could be improved
•
Opportunity to rethink the
relationship between existing
local centres north of the
station and the station itself,
through a 15 minute town
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Call for sites

Site ref : SG878
Proposed use: Mixed
Scale of Growth : 700

Potential growth

Site ref : SG884
Proposed use: Mixed
Scale of Growth : 200

Using the SGC publicly available Call
for Sites map, potential sites
submitted for future growth have
been extracted within the
immediate vicinity of Parkway
Station.
The majority of sites put forward for
potential growth are residential
focused, with mixed use
development to the north and east
of Parkway Station. Possible
student housing has been proposed
to the south, in proximity to UWE.

Site ref : SG712
Proposed use: Residential
Scale of Growth : 900

Site ref : SG414
Proposed use: Residential, office,
sports, retail , other
Scale of Growth : 36
Site ref : SG139
Proposed use: Residential,
Employment, retail
Scale of Growth : 40

Site ref : SG423
Proposed use: Residential
Scale of Growth : 35

Site ref : SG869
Proposed use: Student
Accommodation
Scale of Growth : 150

Site ref : SG749
Proposed use: Residential,
Scale of Growth : 250

OS DATA © Crown copyright and database rights 2022 Ordnance Survey 100023410.
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Council Land (inc. P+R)

Existing aerial photograph of immediate station area, and land owned by SGC shown in yellow

Aerial photography © Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC, 2022
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Station constraints and opportunities

The various constraints and
opportunities have been mapped by
Arup at a station scale under a
number of themes including:
Movement
Poor arrival experience for
pedestrians and cyclists from west
and eastern approach to station
Vehicle dominated station forecourt
Inter-modality options are good
with proposed Metrobus extension
through the station site

Park and Ride

Green and blue
Lack of green and blue
infrastructure within the site
boundary
Strong network of green infra to
north with designated local green
space and recreation
Heritage and community
Distinct rural character to the
historic heart of Stoke Gifford with
community uses clustered around
village green space
Aerial photography © Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC, 2022
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Station focus

Mapping the opportunity

As part of the internal
multidisciplinary design workshop,
the existing situation and assets
were indicatively assessed using a
RAG rating system. This provided a
snapshot of areas that could be:
• Potential opportunities for
change with low complexity
(green),
• Potential scope for change but
likely to involve some complexity
and/or expense to change
(orange), and;
• Areas that are limited to no scope
for change, which would be highly
complex and/or expensive to
change (red)
This snapshot analysis highlighted
opportunities to the west of the
existing station, the existing surface
car park north-east of the station,
and the freight sidings to the south.
Note: initial conclusions need
further testing with wider
stakeholders

Aerial photography © Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC, 2022
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Internal workshop

What is the opportunity?
Using Arup’s ‘butterfly tool’ to
visually capture the opportunity at
Parkway station from the lens of
placemaking and travel, it revealed
the biggest potential for meaningful
change could come from a
placemaking perspective.
From a travel perspective, the
station performs well, with good
connections to South
Gloucestershire and London, with
further improvements earmarked. It
also provides opportunities for
changing travel modes.
However, the station is functional in
its layout and operation, and is
negatively impacted by the current
placemaking and community offer.
This has a negative impact on
customer experience.
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3 Summary of the baseline data
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Baseline data summary
Rail Connectivity

Passenger Rail Services
Bristol Parkway sits on a key strategic crossing point
in the national rail network between the Great Western
Line, Cross Country Line and South Wales Line with
key destinations highlighted below:
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Baseline data summary
Rail Usage

Pre-Covid-19
Entry, Exit & Interchange estimates provided by the Office of Road and
Rail show that passenger numbers entering, exiting & interchanging at
Bristol Parkway have been gradually increasing since 2009/10, a dip
observed in 2017 and 2018 recovered in 2019.

Post-Covid-19
Further Office of Road and Rail data shows passenger journeys for major
operators through Parkway Station (Great Western Rail and Cross
Country) reflect those nationally. Financial quarter data shows a steep
decline and falling journeys during lockdowns in 2020 and early 2021,
since then passenger numbers have recovered to 35% of pre-pandemic
levels.
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Baseline data summary
Rail Connectivity
Depots
•

National Rail maintenance depot and
training facility.

•

National Rail freight depot and track
maintenance crew base.

•

Stoke Gifford Intercity Express Train
(IET) Depot.

Freight Rail Services
The following freight services are known to regularly pass through Bristol Parkway Station:

Aerial photography © Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC, 2022

•

Tytherington Quarry: The quarry located north west of Yate is increasingly busy as a source of rail transport for aggregates with three trains per day in May 2020;

•

Westerleigh Petroleum Terminal: Located south of Yate receives frequent block trains of petroleum products from refineries in south west Wales;

•

Berkeley Magnox transfer facility: Occasional movements associated with the nearby power station at Berkeley;

•

Container flows from Wentloog (South Wales) to London and the south east;

•

Construction materials including aggregates and cement to Avonmouth and china clay from the south west to the Potteries; and

•

MoD and nuclear traffic between locations in the south west and the north.
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Baseline data summary
Road Connectivity

Bristol Parkway access from
Hatchet Road to west and Hunts
Ground Road to the east.
These roads connect into B4057 to
the north and A4174 to the south
and the Stoke Gifford bypass as a
new key connector into local
employment, education and
housing sites.
Wider connectivity into A38, M32,
M4 and M5. Providing access into
Bristol City Centre, North Fringe,
East Fringe and national
destinations.
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Baseline data summary
Car Parking

There are several car parking options available at the
station, all of which are within a couple of minutes' walk to
the station concourse.
Onsite parking was recently reconfigured to
accommodate the Cribbs-Patchway Metrobus Extension
(CPME) bus stop and alterations to bus turning head. This
reduced dedicated pick-up & set down spaces from 15
to 4 and reallocated some single-storey long stay to
short stay parking.
Only two electric vehicle charging points are available in
the multi-storey park, these are 22kW 32A points.

Aerial photography © Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC, 2022

Pre-Covid data provided by GWR indicates that car
parking facilities at Bristol Parkway station were
underutilised, with an average of 50% of the spaces filled
during weekdays in 2018/19.
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Baseline data summary
Taxis

There is a taxi rank that can accommodate
six vehicles outside the front of the station
concourse in the bus turning head.
There are two taxi waiting areas in advance
of this rank, a small one opposite the turning
head and a larger one towards the western
station entrance.
All provision is for SGC licensed taxi use, all
other companies and licensed taxis must
wait elsewhere.

Aerial photography © Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC, 2022
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Baseline data summary
Bus Connectivity

Bristol Parkway has four bus stops
outside of the station concourse:
•

Three local bus stops (A, B & C)
served by local bus services (10,
11, 12, 73, 19 (inbound only) and
Y6 (inbound only)) are located in
the turning head directly outside
of the concourse building

•

A Metrobus stop (D) is located
opposite the station on the
feeder road and is accessed by a
zebra crossing from the
concourse, this stop sits on the
former short-stay parking
spaces. This stop
currently accommodates
outbound 19 and Y6 services

•

Metrobus stops are also located
on either side of Hunts Ground
Road approximately 700m from
the station entrance. These were
installed as part of the North
Fringe to Hengrove project to
facilitate a Park & Ride service
from Stoke Gifford
Aerial photography © Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC, 2022
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Baseline data summary
Bus Connectivity

Bus services from Bristol Parkway
cover a wide area:

Local service locations available:
•
Every 15 Minutes – Cribbs
Causeway and Bristol City
Centre
•

Every 30 Minutes – UWE,
Southmead Hospital, Aztec
West and Bradley Stoke

•

Hourly – Patchway and
Kingswood

Good north to south service, poor
east to west service.
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Baseline data summary
Cycling Connectivity

Outside of the station concourse there are four
locations available for bicycle parking. Two
small bike racks outside of the concourse
building itself, one set of two-tiered covered
wheel racks outside of the bus stops and a final
rack inside the underground car park. All this
provision totals 156 bike parking spaces and
storage is covered by CCTV.

There is only dedicated cycle provision to the
western entrance of the station with a shared
cycle/footway exiting the station crossing the
entrance road at a zebra crossing to link to
external provision.
From here it links a segregated two-way cycle
lane to the north alongside Hatchet Road
linking into North Road and the Concorde Way
across two crossings to the western footway.
On this shared footway you can travel
southwards under the Hatchet Road Subway (a
major flow constriction), and onwards to the
Frome Valley Greenway via Church Road.
This route to the south is convoluted for
cyclists and involves multiple road crossings
meaning it is not an attractive option.

Aerial photography © Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC, 2022
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Baseline data summary
Cycling Connectivity

Locally Bristol Parkway is well connected with
ample cycle provision both segregated and on
local roads.
Major and Designated Local Routes:
•

Concorde Way to North Fringe, MOD Abbey
Wood and Bristol City Centre.

•

Frome Valley Greenway to UWE Campuses
and Bristol City Centre

•

Regional Route 16 to East Fringe (Bristol &
Bath Science Park and Cycle Path (NCR 4)).
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Baseline data summary
Walking Connectivity

There is ample pedestrian provision to the western entrance of
Bristol Parkway, with pavements connecting through zebra
crossings to the car parks and to footways alongside local roads.
There are footways along Hatchet Road to the north and
south. They pass southwards under Brierly Furlong Bridge a flow
constriction which connects to wide footways along New Road,
providing direct access to local education and employment and
Church Road. There is also a footpath north through St. Michaels
Church into the local housing estate (A).

Towards the eastern entrance there is a footpath through the
multi-storey car parks that crosses to a footway on the northern
side of Hunts Ground Road and through to Stoke Gifford Car
Park, Metrobus stops and local employment and housing.
Just to the east of the metrobus stops there are footpaths to the
north (B) and south (C) into the local housing estates. South this
path connects into a one lane road bridge over the railway to
Hambrook Lane that was used to access previous office space
off Hunts Ground Road and will form access to the new ‘The
Approach’ development. This bridge will be infrequently used, but
currently has no dedicated provisions for cyclists or pedestrians.
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Baseline data summary

Shared Mobility Connectivity
E-Scooters:
•

Voi E-Scooters have been available in the
North Fringe since February 2021. They can
be used in any area highlighted blue in the
left picture.

•

Parking areas in the vicinity of Parkway
Station indicated by the 'P' symbols in the
right image, Parkway station circled in dark
blue.

Brompton Bike Hire:
•

Available outside the concourse, 20 hireable
Brompton Bikes available for daily hire.

Yo-Bikes:
•

YoBike formerly provided a dockless bicycle
hire scheme in Bristol, this scheme was
discontinued at the beginning of 2021.
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Baseline data summary
LCWIP

The Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) aims to provide high quality infrastructure to support
a transition to a region where walking and cycling are the preferred choice for shorter trips and to access public
transport.

As part of this plan schemes in the vicinity of Bristol Parkway Station are proposed including ‘C26 South Glos
Routes 1 and 2’ and ‘W23 Bristol North Fringe’:

C26 South Glos Routes 1 and 2
Ambition to provide off road
cycle provision on one or
both sides of the
carriageway.
In order to create suitable
cycle infrastructure under
railway line, consider shuttle
signals or bus gate to
enable widening of footway,
or separate subway for
pedestrians and cyclists.

W23 Bristol North Fringe

Provide a safer crossing of
Hatchet Road south of the
rail bridge to tie in with
infrastructure improvements
suggested for previous
section;
Improve surface quality; and
Reduce speed limit to
20mph.

Provide priority to cyclists
across critical junction.

Ambition to provide shuttle
signals and/or bus gate to
enable widening of footway
or separate subway for
pedestrians/cyclists.

Give priority to cyclists at
side accesses.
Investigate redesigning
critical junction.

Ambition to provide
construction of footway on
Harry Stoke Road to create
safe route.

Potential to resurface path
and introduce street lighting
to improve the route’s
safety.

Upgrade A4174 crossing to
single phase.
OS DATA © Crown copyright and database rights 2022 Ordnance Survey 100023410.
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Baseline data summary
Geo-Location Data

Geo-location data has been provided by Visitor Insights. It uses historic mobile
phone data and geo-location boundaries to capture visits to Bristol Parkway
Station (Train Station, Car Park and Bus Station) between 2019 and 2021. It also
captured visits that also visited key locations in the vicinity of BPW and the origins
for journeys to the station. Key conclusions drawn include:

• From 2019 – 2021 Car Park and Bus Station visits have fallen by 40-45%,
Train Station visits have fallen by 96%.
• From 2019 – 2021 Car Park and Train Station visits have become more
consistent throughout the week rather than being much higher during
weekdays.
• Visitors to the train station tend to dwell for only 10 minutes, enough time to
catch or change trains.
Looking at the change in number of journeys from the wider area to the car park
and the train station between 2019 and 2021, the data shows:
Top Right- Car park visitors:
•
Car Park visitors from South Wales and South of Bristol have decreased
significantly from 2019 to 2021.
•
Car Park visitors from North to East and Central Bristol have decreased from
2019 to 2021.
Bottom Right – Train station visitors:
•
Train Station visitors from the North (Cheltenham and Gloucester), South
Wales (Newport, Cardiff and Swansea) and London have generally increased
from 2019 to 2021.
•
Train Station visitors have stayed at a similar level across North, East and
Central Bristol from 2019 to 2021.
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Baseline data summary
Transport SWOT - Jacobs
Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Good rail connectivity to local, regional and national destinations.
Regular peak time rail frequencies to several destinations.
Lines recently electrified.
4th Platform recently opened.
Line into Bristol Temple Meads recently doubled in number of tracks.
Good interchange facilities between rail and bus services public transport.
Connected to the local, regional and national highway network.
Two road access points (one east, one west) of the station.
Large taxi waiting area to the west entrance of the station.
Frequent bus service towards Bristol City Centre and Cribbs-Causeway.
Regular bus services to UWE Frenchay Campus, Aztec West and Southmead
Hospital.
Good wider area cycle route access from Bristol Parkway.
Good footpath provision to local trip attractors.
Ample footpath provision to the western entrance of the station.

Weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LCWIP upgrades could encourage more cycling & walking locally.
E-scooter trial could be further expanded encouraging uptake.
Enhanced frequencies and potentially new destinations due to MetroWest Phase 2.
Spare capacity in the current rail timetable.
Planned local residential growth increasing patronage on all modes and present
opportunities for new provision.
Ample car parking availability, with space for re-allocation.
New metrobus stop outside of station concourse and upgrades to turning head to
accommodate additional services.
Bus-rail interchange could be enhanced further.

Reduction in public transport services / frequencies post-Covid-19.
Infrastructure capacity constraint at Westerleigh Junction to the east of the station.
Hatchet Road Bridge presents a barrier to north-south movements.
No road access directly off major local roads to station.
Small taxi rank outside front of station.
No provision for non-SGC taxis.
No direct bus services to the south-east of the station.
No cycle provision along the Hunts Ground Road (eastern) entrance to the station.
Large diversion required to access to station from the south-east via bridge over railway
from Hambrook Lane for active mode users.
Footpath from east along Hunts Ground Road routed through multi-storey car park,
poor provision for pedestrians.
No widespread hireable bike scheme available.
Closest e-scooter parking is at least 300m from the station entrance.

Threats
•
•
•
•
•

Post Covid-19 patronage may not recover to expected levels.
Housing growth in the vicinity of the station could worsen congestion on local access
roads to the station.
Unknown location of stopping for rail replacement services.
E-scooter trial could be removed if unsuccessful.
Legal issues with having e-mobility available from in front of the station.
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Transport Policies for the Bristol Parkway Study Area
Policy

Details and General Principles

Great British Railways, The Williams-Shapps Connecting People announced alongside the new Great British Railways public body which will return control of railways to the government. It sets out 10 outcomes, in advance of a 30-year strategy being published
Plan for Rail, DfT (May 2021)
which will provide clear, long-term plans for transforming the railways to strengthen collaboration, unlock efficiencies and incentivise innovation in England.
Wales and Western Regional Strategic Plan,
Wales and Western, Network Rail (2021)
National

Back Better: National Bus Strategy for
England, DfT (2021)
Gear Change: A Bold Vision for Cycling and
Walking, DfT (2020)

Joint Local Transport Plan 4, WECA (March
2020)

Regional

Bus Strategy, WECA (2020)

Ten-Year Rail Delivery Plan, WECA (2020)

Local

This strategic plan translates Network Rails business plan into a vision for the Wales and Western Region. The 15-year strategy sets out vision statements to describe their future ambition also outlining emerging plans to
deliver them.
Bus Back Better sets out the national bus strategy within England. The strategy notes that in order to implement better bus services there should be better integration with other modes such as rail services. This aspect of
bus travel can be improved by ensuring that railway stations act as hubs with high quality bus stops close to the rail station entrance, and there should be full information on local bus routes posted in rail stations, with
greater promotion of bus services by the rail industry.
Gear Change sets out the national walking and cycling strategy in England. The strategy outlines a clear commitment to ‘make sure the railways work better with cyclists’ noting that bikes and trains should be ideal
partners which complement each other, extending the range of both modes. To achieve this, the strategy outlines the importance of providing safe cycle routes to stations, increasing cycle storage at stations and
increasing bike spaces onboard trains.
The JLTP4 sets out how a ‘well-connected sustainable transport network’ will be achieved within the West of England region during the period 2020-2036. It also aims to ensure transport in the region is carbon neutral by
2030 setting out to decarbonise and promote and transform cleaner and greener and sustainable forms of transport – cycling, walking and public transport.
It outlines aims to provide a well-connected sustainable transport network that offers greater, realistic travel choice and makes walking, cycling and public transport the natural way to travel. This could be achieved
through New and expanded rapid and mass transit supported by a comprehensive walking, cycling, bus and rail networks allowing easy access and interchange between modes.
JLTP4 includes the Cribbs Patchway Metrobus Extension scheme, which would involve a proposed extension to the Metrobus service from Bristol Parkway to Cribbs Causeway. Including noting informal rail-based Park &
Ride at Bristol Parkway should be retained.
This strategy sets out the goals and principles that will govern the bus network within the WECA area from 2020 to 2036. The vision set out within this strategy is to provide ‘bus services people can depend on, are quick
and reliable, combine to form a simple to understand and easy to use network, are accessible for everyone, are safe and comfortable, and offer value for money to passengers and to the public purse’.
In order to achieve this vision, better bus interchange is required with other bus services (including inter-urban services) as well as rail. Improved interchanges which are co-ordinated as part of a unified network, can
significantly increase the range and number of destinations that can be reached by bus, improving services for passengers, particularly those from rural areas.
This report sets out proposals for rail upgrades and improvements in the West of England region over the period 2020-2030. One of the pipeline of projects for delivery within the ten-year rail delivery plan period includes
improved pedestrian and cycle access at Bristol Parkway station, particularly at the Hatchet Road Bridge, which serves as a pinch point for active mode users. Additional schemes outlined at Bristol Parkway station include
wider redevelopment at the station following associated masterplanning activity.

Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure
Plan, WECA (2021)

This document proposes improvements to the walking and cycling environment, with the aim of providing high quality infrastructure to support a transition to a region where walking and cycling are the preferred choice
for shorter trips and to access public transport. In the vicinity of Bristol Parkway Station improvements ‘C26 South Glos Routes 1 and 2’ and ‘W23 Bristol North Fringe’, for cycling and walking respectively are proposed.

West of England Future Transport Zone

WECA successfully bid DfT to become one of four Future Transport Zones trialling innovative solutions aiming to improve the connection between public transport and our communities by providing: Last-mile transport
options to connect more people to MetroBus and MetroWest, A mobile app for journey-planning and tickets and Transport solutions to help people access new employment opportunities.

South Gloucestershire Council Core Strategy
(2006 – 2027)

The Core Strategy sets out the scale, type and location of development within South Gloucestershire in the period up to 2027. Policy CS7 refers to ‘improvements to rail services including electrification of the Great
Western Main Line and associated improvements at Bristol Parkway Station’. In addition to proposals for enhanced multi-modal interchanges at a number of locations including Parkway Station, particularly with regards
to cycle and pedestrian access from proposed local housing developments.

South Gloucestershire Draft Local Plan
(2020)

A new Local Plan is currently being developed by SGC and is due to be adopted at the end of 2023. The Local Plan ‘Phase 1: Issues and Approaches’ (November 2020) report notes that the Metrobus extension from
Parkway to Cribbs Patchway Causeway is currently under construction. It is also mentioned within this report that ‘the pedestrian and cycle connections from the rail station to surrounding urban communities,
particularly major employers, key services and facilities to the south, need to be enhanced’.

South Gloucestershire Climate Change
Strategy (2018 – 2023)

Following South Gloucestershire Council’s Climate Emergency Declaration in July 2019, SGC have prepared a climate change strategy setting out their approach in the period up to 2023. South Gloucestershire have
pledged to provide the leadership to enable South Gloucestershire to become carbon neutral by 2030. Within this strategy, one of the main priorities of the strategy is to enable reductions in greenhouse gas emissions
from energy consumption, including from transport within South Gloucestershire.

South Gloucestershire Green Infrastructure
Strategy Draft (2021)

This document sets out a shared vision, priorities, commitments and action to transform the role, creation and management of ‘greener places’ building upon the Council Plan and Climate Change Strategy. The strategy
outlines how SGC will look to plan to locate new homes, jobs or settlements in places where key services and facilities are easily accessible by walking, cycling or effective public transport, prioritising sustainable and low
carbon travel choices.
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Brierly Furlong access options
Network Rail have been testing
options for access to Parkway
Station from the south since
2014, via a ‘NR Feasibility Report’
– this concluded that a subway is
the most feasible option from a
NR perspective.
Then in 2015 the ‘Brierly Furlong
Option Selection Report’
(Version 02) explored nine
options for this access, six of
which were initially discounted
and three taken for further
consideration by Network Rail.

construction period is reduced.
It was taken to GRIP 3 level of
detail.
The preferred option is
presented on the following page.
As some time has passed since
the GRIP work was done, the
subway’s design, construction
methodology and cost would be
reviewed by Network Rail as part
of taking the scheme further
forward.

The ‘selected option’ by Network
Rail and South Gloucestershire
Council was Option 1, which was
the cut and cover construction
method for the new subway. It
had the highest impact on the
railway, but the overall
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Census data/ ward profiles
This analysis includes a range of
population, deprivation,
employment, housing and health
data for the Stoke Gifford ward
and for the South Gloucester
region. The data used were
extracted from recent sources
where possible and from the
2011 census where more recent
data were not available.
Stoke Gifford has a higher than
regional average working age
population which has a higher
economic activity rate and a
lower long term unemployment
rate than South Gloucestershire.
In addition, it ranks as one of the
least deprived areas in England,
less so however for some
deprivation subcategories such
as crime and education. Some
neighbouring areas of Stoke
Gifford such as Patchway and
Henbury are considerably more
deprived.

The average housing price in
Stoke Gifford is higher than in
South Gloucestershire. In
addition, households have higher
than regional average car
ownership rates. There is a
slightly higher rate of
households with dependent
children in Stoke Gifford than in
South Gloucestershire overall.
The population percentage that
recorded Very Good or Good
general health is significantly
higher in Stoke Gifford that in
South Gloucestershire. In
addition, Stoke Gifford has a
lower rate of individuals whose
activities are considerably
limited due to long term illness.

Source – SGC Corporate Research and Consultation Team:
Ward level population estimates 2018

Stoke Gifford (the third most
populous ward in SGC) has
higher than average car
ownership, which also
includes homes with two or
more vehicles.

The median age in Stoke
Gifford is 39, with a higher
than average working age
bracket of 66% (compared
to 63% for SGC).
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Census data/ ward profiles
Stoke Gifford is among
the top 10 most
dangerous small towns
in Gloucestershire and
is the 57th most
dangerous overall out
of Gloucestershire’s
314 towns, villages
and cities.
Source – Crime Rate data (2021)

A very low proportion
of people live in
communal
establishments in
Stoke Gifford (0.4%),
despite its proximity to
major education
campuses.

There is a clear distinction
between the eastern area
of Northern Fringe
(including Stoke Gifford),
which is amongst the least
deprived areas of England
and the western area
(Patchway, Cribbs
Causeway and Henbury)
which are amongst the
most deprived areas in
England.
Source – Property Market Report in the
North Fringe Masterplan

Source – City Population data (2020),
Stoke Gifford
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Housing prices and affordability
Average house price

£338,172
(Rightmove 2020)

Stoke Gifford

£362,164
(Rightmove 2020)

Bristol

£329,184
(Rightmove 2020)

South Glos

Parkway Masterplan Stage 1 Baseline report

£271,000

(ONS July 2021)

UK
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Baseline data summary

Housing prices and affordability

The ratio of house price to earnings has
increased by almost 20% over the past 10
years in South Gloucestershire, making
homes more difficult to afford.
Parkway Masterplan Stage 1 Baseline report
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Baseline data summary
CoStar - introduction

CoStar is the UK’s largest database of buildings and
property transactions. It enables analysis,
interpretation and insight into commercial property
values, market conditions and current property
availabilities. Over 5.7m commercial properties are
tracked in CoStar’s database where every change in
their status is recorded.

CoStar includes features such as:

CoStar provides a wide range of data on commercial
property including analysis of properties and their
market performance, details on space becoming
available being let or sold, leases expiring or buildings
being demolished as well as information on tenants,
owners and brokers.

•

•

•

•

•

Coverage of current and historic property
performance, forecasting and insightful narrative
on thousands of markets and submarkets across
the UK in the office, retail and industrial sectors
Lease and sale analysis– side by side comparison
of property lease and sale options
Tenant profiles, true owners of properties and
property management contacts
Analytics for property monitoring e.g. asking
rates, absorption, vacancies
A wide variety of maps, spatial data, graphs and
reports
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CoStar – retail and office summary
The Office and Retail Market Summary reports of the Bristol Parkway study area are comprised of a map of all the office properties
within the study area and an overview of the general property attributes that include average SF of buildings, vacancy rates, space
available ( in SF) and average rent price per SF. The property attributes have also been divided into low, average, median and high
quartiles and include CoStar Building Star ratings which is a national rating system for commercial buildings based on a general
combination of factors including a building’s location, rent price and local opinion.
Subsequently, the report provides a more detailed overview of each individual property within the study area, providing information
such as type of building, year built, number of floors, floorspace, transportation connections, tenants, property contacts as well as a
wide range of market data such as vacancy rates, rent price and submarket leasing and sales activity.
Office Market Summary report

Retail Market Summary report

The report analyses 92 retail properties with an average floorspace of
The report analyses 57 office properties with an average floorspace of
9,286 SF. The average vacancy rate across the retail properties within
30,671 SF. In addition, the average vacancy rate across the office
the study area is 0.3%, significantly lower than the average vacancy
properties within the study area is 6.1%. The average price of offices
rate of the office properties. The average price of retail establishments
for rent in Gloucestershire is £14.78 per square foot, significantly
for rent within the study area is £12.90 per square. 1961 is the
lower than the average price of office rent per SF in the study area.
average year that the retail properties within the study area were
1984 is the average year that the office properties within the study
built.report
The average CoStar rating for the retail properties is 2.7/5.
area were built. The average CoStar rating for the office properties
is
Parkway Masterplan
Stage 1 Baseline
44
2.9/5.

Baseline data summary

CoStar – detailed office analysis
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Planning

Regional Policy and Strategies

Spatial Development Strategy

The Spatial Development Strategy
(SDS) is an emerging strategic-level
plan being prepared by the West of
England Combined Authority
(WECA). The SDS will provide the
overarching planning framework for
the three West of England unitary
authorities of Bath and North East
Somerset, Bristol City Council and
South Gloucestershire; and it will set
out the spatial strategy for meeting
the growth aspirations for housing
and employment for the next 20
years. The SDS will be developed in
partnership with North Somerset
Council, which is currently
developing its own Local Plan.

Engagement is currently being
undertaken on the SDS to develop
the evidence base and keep
residents and stakeholders
informed on progress, with
statutory consultation on the draft
SDS scheduled for Spring 2022.
Examination is expected to take
place in Spring 2023, with adoption
proposed for Summer 2023. No
draft SDS is available at present.

Aerial photography © Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC, 2022
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Planning

Regional Policy and Strategies

Joint Green Infrastructure Strategy
The Joint Green Infrastructure

Strategy (adopted 2020) sets out
the role and current extent of the
existing green infrastructure (GI)
network and provides tools to
enable a consistent planning and
development approach to GI across
the West of England authorities.
The associated Action Plan (202023) within the JGIS integrates wider
activity to address green
infrastructure related requirements
of Government’s 25 Year
Environment Plan and Environment
Bill (2019/21). The West of England
Nature Recovery Network is to be
used by WECA and the three unitary
authorities to assess, identify and
prioritise opportunities for
ecological enhancement through
their Local Plans and strategies
including any Local Nature

Recovery Strategies. A list of
strategic GI projects and a GI
standards framework is being
developed at present.

West of England’s Local Cycling and
Walking Infrastructure Plan

The West of England’s Local Cycling
and Walking Infrastructure Plan
(LCWIP) (adopted January 2021)
identifies a series of walking and
cycling routes which have been
prioritised for future investment,
using a methodology set out by the
Department for Transport. The
design and delivery of these routes
will include consideration of GI
opportunities. For the indicative
study area, walking map 23 and
cycling map 15 set out the provision
of improvements / upgrading to key
walking and cycling routes.

Employment Land Strategic Needs
Assessment

The Employment Land and Spatial
Needs Assessment (ELSNA) will
inform planning policies in the West
of England area. The ELSNA forms
part of the evidence base being
used to prepare the SDS for the
WECA area. It will also be used by
each local authority to inform their
Local Plans. The ELSNA identified
the following relevant findings for
the indicative study area:
• The Filton Enterprise Area is a
location with ‘significant potential’
to contribute to economic growth
and employment in the West of
England.
• Planning permission has been
granted for a prime regional
development called ‘Brabazon’ on
Filton Airfield, led by YTL
Developments, including 2,675
residential units and provision of
office and industrial premises as

part of the mixed-use scheme .
• Future demand is anticipated to
be on a freehold basis, with
Bristol North Fringe likely to
remain the most active
employment location, reinforced
by major developments such as
the GKN’s Global Technology
Centre at Filton.
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Planning

Regional Policy and Strategies

Infrastructure and Investment
Delivery Plan (Issues and
Opportunities)

The Infrastructure & Investment
Delivery Plan (IIDP) will support the
preparation of the SDS by providing
an infrastructure and delivery
evidence base. The Issues and
Opportunities document (published
September 2021) sets out the
potential interventions to support
inclusive recovery and growth
within the region. Potential
interventions for the North Bristol
area (including the North Fringe and
A38/Gloucester Rd corridor)
include:
• A new Metrobus service from
Bristol Parkway to Cribbs
Causeway (via the Filton Airfield
development) (indicative
operation date 2023);
• Upgrades to Bristol Parkway and
Filton Abbey Wood rail stations to

increase rail connectivity with
bus, cycling and walking routes
(indicative operation date 2025);
• A Mass Transit route from Bristol
City Centre to the North Fringe
could service North Bristol and
the area immediately beyond it
via a transport interchange, with
the potential to reduce urban
traffic (indicative operation date
not specified); and
• Where urban intensification and
regeneration (including large
scale redevelopment e.g. of Filton
airfield 17) of places are to occur,
green infrastructure approaches
could be incorporated in order to
create green corridors and new
open space and ensure
connectivity.
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Planning
Local Policy
The adopted Local Plan for South
Gloucestershire comprises the Core
Strategy (adopted 2013); the Policies,
Sites and Places Plan (PSP) (adopted
2017); and the Joint Waste Core
Strategy (2011). South Gloucestershire
Council (SGC) are currently in the
process of preparing the new Local
Plan 2020 which will set the
development strategy for the next 15
years; it is anticipated that this will be
adopted in late 2023.

Core Strategy

The Core Strategy sets out the overall
development strategy for South
Gloucestershire. This includes a vision,
policies and programmes for the
location of new development, its type
and scale, and the resources to deliver
it, as well as the protection of what is
valued about the area.

Policies, Sites and Places Plan

The PSP is formed of two parts:
1. Development Management Policies
to assess development proposals
against and include guidance on
design, green infrastructure,
developer contributions, transport
infrastructure (including rail),
economic development and
managing built and natural
environment assets.
2. Details of town centres and site
allocations, this part identifies sites
for development as well as
safeguarding locations for particular
uses.

OS DATA © Crown copyright and database rights 2022 Ordnance Survey 100023410.

Adopted Local Plan Policies Map

The SGC Local Plan policies map details
several policies and site allocations
relevant for the indicative study area.
An extract of the Local Plan Policies
Map for the area is included at Figure
01.

Figure 01 – Adopted Local Plan Policies Map (Extract of the Study Area)
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SGC Local Plan Policies for the Bristol Parkway Study Area
Policy

Details and general principles

Policy CS27: East of Harry Stoke
New Neighbourhood

To the east of Parkway Station land is allocated under Policy CS27 for mixed use development, approximately 2000 dwellings. A draft supplementary
planning document (SPD) has been prepared as a development framework for this area.

Policy CS12: Safeguarded areas for The study area includes four areas for economic development safeguarding within the Core Strategy. These include: Land east of A38
economic development
Filton/Patchway; Parkway Business Park; Land West of A38 and south of Hallen railway line (inc. Airbus) – South; and Land West of A38 (inc. runway
& Royal Mail Depot).
Policy CS28: The University of the Policy CS28 sets out the development strategy for the University of the West of England up to 2027. The policy requires that development in this
West of England
location be coordinated with surrounding new neighbourhood development of the North Fringe of Bristol.
Policy CS7: Strategic transport
infrastructure
Policy PSP13: Safeguarding
Strategic Transport Schemes and
Infrastructure
Policy PSP47: Site Allocations and
Safeguarding

Both CS7 and PSP13 relate to the development of the Metrobus Network. This network is safeguarded from Parkway Station, along Great Stoke Way
and Bradley Stoke Way towards Cribbs Causeway.

The study area includes three site allocations within the PSP. These include: Land at Harry Stoke (site allocated for housing and supporting facilities
and open space, to meet local needs), located to the east of UWE; Axa site – Edge of C, located to the east of the MoD; and East of Filton Abbey,
located to the south of Station Road (A4174).
The Axa site and Land at Harry Stoke site have obtained recent planning consents (2019-2021) under ref. P20/05916/F (mixed use development) and
PT06/1001/O (residential-led development including 763 dwellings), respectively.

Policy PSP26: Filton Enterprise
Area

A focal point of the indicative study area is the designated Filton Enterprise Area (PSP), which requires that development safeguard future economic
prosperity; contribute towards the provision of physical and social infrastructure in line with the City Region Deal, amongst other provisions.

Policy PSP4: Designated Local
Green Spaces

The study area contains three local green spaces (LGS): LGSD092 Elm Park, located to the south of the A4174; LGSD098 Station Road Allotment,
located to the west of UWE; LGSD949 Village Green (including Cenotaph) and LGSD945 Trust Ground, both located north of Bristol Parkway.
Development on these sites will only be permitted in very special circumstances.
PSP5 sets out that proposals on undesignated open space within the urban areas will only be supported if they do not adversely affect the quality,
character, biodiversity, sustainable water management, recreation opportunities, heritage value, amenity, or distinctiveness of the locality.

Policy PSP5: Undesignated Open
Spaces within Urban Areas and
Settlements
Policy PSP10: Active Travel Routes

PSP10 relates to existing and proposed active travel routes and requires that these are safeguarded. Active travel routes are depicted along several
routes within the study area including Gloucester Road North (A38), Filton Road (A4174) and the B4057.

Policy PSP17: Listed Buildings

There are some listed features within the indicative study area. PSP17 requires that these features be protected according to their significance, and
where appropriate enhanced.

Policy PSP31: Town Centre
Boundaries and Primary Shopping
Areas

PSP31 requires that development for main town centre uses (including retail) be directed to town and district centres. The indicative study area
includes a Town Centre (Filton) and District Centre (Stoke Gifford). Allocations for retail development are identified within these centres. Filton Town
Centre contains a collection of listed features, and therefore PSP17 may apply to development in this location.
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General land use

At a snapshot, land uses can be
generally defined as residential to the
north of the railway edge in Stoke
Gifford, with large, campus style
employment zones to the south, with
new residential neighbourhoods
expanding to the west and east of
Parkway station.
The campus style employment areas
include Aviva, the Bristol Business Park
to the east, and MoD south of the
A4174.
Retail in the area is generally big box
style with a heavy reliance on private
vehicles for access.

Placeholder image –
to be updated
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Network Rail land/ lease boundaries
An initial workshop with Network
Rail was held on 03 November 2021,
to read into the finer detail of the
map illustrated here.
The station and car parks
(within redline boundaries) are
leased to GWR. The Rail Centre (in
pink) is owned and managed by NR.
Land to the south of the railway line
is currently managed by NR for
freight operations. Land highlighted
in orange is owned and managed by
Network Rail but may not have
operational uses within it.
There is a strip of land to the west of
the main station entrance which is
currently used as commercial
property, and NR have a number of
portacabins located here.

OS DATA © Crown copyright and database rights 2022 Ordnance Survey 100023410.
Aerial photography © Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC, 2022
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GWR lease boundaries
In March 2022 a more accurate
lease boundary plan was shared by
GWR (dated 2004). The blue line on
the image to the right denotes what
land is controlled by GWR, which
includes the approach road from
the east, and the platforms.

OS DATA © Crown copyright and database rights 2022 Ordnance Survey 100023410.
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GWR key plans

In 2013, Aedas explored masterplan
proposals for possible station
improvements. These were limited
to quick win, internal changes to the
existing station around location of
ticket office, toilets and a third party
retail unit on the ground floor.
As part of this study, GWR have
shared a PowerPoint slide deck
which includes existing key plans of
the station, which are illustrated to
the right. Although no scale bar is
present, these plans are useful to
understand the general layout of
Parkway Station.
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Funding options

Depending on the proposed interventions
and potential delivery model, there are a
wide range of private and public funding
sources we can explore. In addition to
‘standard’ funding sources such as PWLB
and commercial borrowing, this could
include competitive funding programmes
as illustrated on the right.
Alignment of proposals with funding
options will be an important part of
shaping the appraisal and next stages of
scheme development. This could look in
more detail at the scale of funding
available, strategic fit and spending
timescales. It should also take account of
interdependencies with other externally
funded projects that may complement or
compete with our proposals.

Scale
National
DLUHC

National
Homes England
National
DfT / Network Rail
Regional
WECA

Strategic priorities

Examples of linked funding

Potential fit

Levelling up

Levelling Up Fund Round 2
Community Renewal Fund
UK Shared Prosperity Fund

✓✓

300k homes a year
High quality communities

Brownfield Land Fund
Single Housing Infrastructure
Fund

✓✓✓

Easier, safer journeys

Rail network enhancements
Access for all

✓✓

Capital infrastructure to
support job creation.
Local Industrial Strategy &
Recovery Plan alignment
Public transport & active
travel to support
productivity, levelling up
and net zero objective

Economic Development Fund
Investment Fund
City Region Sustainable
Transport Settlement

✓✓✓
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Image below – Drainage information

Utilities information

Drainage information has been received
from South Gloucestershire Council.
Assets generally use the existing
underpass and follow the site boundary to
north and cut through open green space. A
foul sewer does connect to the south
eastern corner of the multistorey car park.
The consultant team have not yet received
utilities information related to electricity,
gas or fibre optics for the wider station
area. The following page shows a more
detailed zoom-in of the underpass,
including utilities identified as part of the
Brierly Furlong Options Report in 2015.

OS DATA © Crown copyright and database rights 2022 Ordnance Survey 100023410.
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Utilities information – Brierly Furlong
There are more detailed utilities
information available for the immediate
vicinity of the proposed Brierly Furlong
subway.
The image opposite highlights the series
of services that run under the railway
including foul sewers, gas and water
mains. Vodafone, fibre optic and BT cables
run alongside the railway track, within the
verges.
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Potential contamination issues Stoke Gifford Brickworks
The site was previously occupied by Stoke Gifford
Brickworks and the associated clay extraction
quarries were subsequently landfilled with
construction / demolition wastes.
The council have previously commissioned intrusive
investigations of sites A & B ( Under their duty to
inspect potentially contaminated land). The main
contaminants were ground gases ( Methane and
carbon dioxide) and some soil contamination. Area C
has not been investigated.
Under conditions to develop the park and ride ( area
B), gas protection measures were installed.
Conditions related to the outline permission for the
approach ( site A) require site investigation and
remediation prior to development.
If any areas ( A,B & C) were proposed to be
redeveloped further site surveys and risk
assessments would be required.

Figure – Stoke Gifford Brick works ( 1947 – 1965) / Know your place website
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5 Next steps
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Next steps
This draft Baseline Report has set out the key
layers of evidence needed to inform the next
stages of work.
Following ‘Stage 1- Evidence Gathering and
Baseline’, the team is preparing a draft Options
Report for Parkway to explore opportunities to
transform the station environment from
functional infrastructure into a ‘Living Station’.
The next Steering Group meeting will be held on
11 May 2022, to jointly agree an emerging
preferred option for the masterplan. Public
engagement events will commence mid July
2022 to gain feedback to inform the latest
designs.
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Appendix 01
Jacobs Geo Location Summary Presentation
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Geo Location Data Summary
Bristol Parkway Masterplan

Total Visits

•

Total visits to the car park in 2021 were 47% of 2019 levels.

•

Total visits to the train station in 2021 were 96% of 2019
levels.

1,200,000
1,000,000
800,000
600,000

•

Total visits to the bus station in 2021 were 38% of 2019 levels.

•

Majority of visitors now visit the train station not the car
park.

•

TOTAL VISITS

The proportion of people making combined visits has
increased by 8% from 2019 to 2021 (increases in all
combinations).

400,000
200,000
0
2019

2020
Car Park

Train Station

2021
Bus Station
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Car Park Usage

•

Average daily visits to the car park in 2021 (9,481) are 47% of 2019 (19,999) levels.

•

Average daily visits in 2021 are roughly equal across ALL days of the week (highest on Friday), there are less weekly and more weekend visitors
than in 2019.

•

The proportion of regular (weekly or monthly) visitors in 2021 has decreased compared to 2019, with an increase in infrequent visitors
(quarterly, half yearly).

Average visits by day of the week
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Train Station Usage

•

Average daily visits to the station in 2021 (37,016) are 40% of 2019 (14,760) levels.

•

Average daily visits in 2021 are roughly equal across ALL days of the week (highest on Friday), there are less weekly
and more weekend visitors than in 2019.

•

The proportion of very regular (weekly) visitors in 2021 has decreased compared to 2019, with an increase in more
infrequent visitors (monthly, quarterly, half yearly) though a decrease in those visiting annually.

•

There has been little change in the dwell time of those using the station with the majority dwelling for 10-15 minutes
in all three years.
Train Station average visits by day of the week
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Car Park Visitor Journey Origins - Regional

•

Car Park visitors
from South Wales
and South of
Bristol have
decreased
significantly from
2019 to 2021.

Annual

*2019 data in blue on the same scale
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Car Park Visitor Journey Origins - Local

•

Car Park visitors from North to
East and Central Bristol have
decreased from 2019 to 2021.
Annual
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Car Park Shared Visit Key Locations

•

•

•

Shared visits to key locations - A shared visit is
defined as an individual who used both the
car park and a visited a key location(s) at any
point on their journey, within a 12-hour
period.

Car Park visitors also visiting key employment
locations (Airbus, Aztec West, BAE, Aviva
(18%), Network Rail Training Centre, Bristol
Business Park, Rolls-Royce) in 2021 are around
45% of 2019 levels.
Car Park visitors visiting Cribbs Causeway and
Bristol City Centre in 2021 are around 50% of
2019 levels.

Annual
Location

2019

2021

Cribbs Causeway 370,998 185,747
Airbus/GKN

22,532

Aztec West

74,899 32,497

BAE Systems

22,532

Ministry of
Defence

33,798 14,664

The Aviva Centre 35,467

9,776

9,776

6,336

Network Rail
Training Centre

33,798 14,664

Bristol Business
Park

45,064 19,552

Rolls-Royce Bristol

11,266

Sainsbury's Bristol

50,211 29,329

Bristol City
Centre

303,096 151,531
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4,888

Train Station Journey Origins - Regional

Annual

•

Train Station
visitors from the
North
(Cheltenham and
Gloucester),
South Wales
(Newport, Cardiff
and Swansea) and
London have
generally
increased from
2019 to 2021.

*2019 data in blue on the same scale
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Train Station Journey Origins - Local

•

Train Station visitors have stayed
at a similar level across North,
East and Central Bristol from 2019
to 2021.

Annual
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Train Station Visitor Destinations (Key Locations)

•

•

•
•

Station visitor destinations - individuals who
travelled to a key location immediately after
visiting the station (excluding the bus and
car park)
Train Station visitors also visiting key
employment locations (Airbus, Aztec West,
BAE, Aviva (50%), Network Rail Training
Centre, Bristol Business Park, Rolls-Royce) in
2021 are around 90% of 2019 levels.

Annual

Annual
Location

2019

2021

Cribbs Causeway

100,251

108,996

Airbus/GKN

14,203

12,662

Aztec West

34,453

30,713

Train Station visitors visiting Cribbs
Causeway are up 5-10% from 2019 to 2021.

BAE Systems

14,203

12,662

Ministry of Defence

21,305

13,722

Train Station visitors visiting Bristol City
Centre in 2021 are around 76% of 2019
levels.

The Aviva Centre

16,153

8,207

Network Rail Training
Centre

17,044

15,194

Bristol Business Park

20,729

18,479

Rolls-Royce - Bristol

7,102

6,331

Sainsbury's - Bristol

20,056

18,266

Bristol City Centre

139,052

105,872
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Bus Station Journey Origins

•

Bus Station
visitors from
long distance
origins have
decreased
from 2019 to
2021.

Annual

*2019 data in blue on the same scale
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Bus Station Journey Origins

•

Bus Station visitors from Central
Bristol have decreased from 2019 to
2021.

•

Bus Station visitors have minorly
decreased or stayed at a similar
level across North and East Bristol
from 2019 to 2021.
Annual
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